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"Glory Daze"
comes to Catnip
By Bryan Alexander
A new restaurant and
lounge called "Glory Daze" will
open sometime soon in the long
dorm·a nt "Catnip Pub," acrnrding to Doug Clark, president of
the Franklin Fitness Center and
Benjamin's Resruaranr, which
now owns rhe Main Srreer
· location.
.
Clark said he received permission to build rhe restaurant
on December 28 and said it will
be open for business in the near
furur~. He did nor specify a dare
for the opening.
According to Clark, the rwos rory building has been refurbishec! in rhe style of the popular
Hard Rock Cafe. The rop floor
will be a restaurant area decorated in black and white posters of singing and movie stars
and with classic record albums.
These decorations will produce
an effect which will be very"sensually stimulating," said

Clark.
The food will be casual, such
as pizza, and the atmosphere
will be similar to that found in
rne Benjamin's restaurant, he
said.
"There is a huge aemand for
legitimate food in a legitimate
restaurant," said Clark.
The downstairs will be a bar
area decorated in a sports theme,
said Clark. This spot will provide students with a place to
cheer their favorite spor~ing
events on T.V., he said.
Reaction around campus was
generally positive about the qew
place, even from food competitors.
Hillary Wright, assistant
manager of the Tin Palace
The Catnip has lost its ninth life, but "Glory Daze" is coming.
restaurant, said the restaurant
would offer Durham residents
drain of Tin Palace business can expect from us," she said. .
Students are excited about the
another place m find food on · because of the regulars who
· prospect of a new social outlet.
campus.
-make up their clientele.
"It's a great idea," said Tom
Wright said she did not see
"We have a dependable
the restaurant as an excessive
crowd, people know what they

(Beth Ineson photo)
Dooley, a senior. "We need it.
It's a necessity for people over
21. It gives (them) more alternatives."

Democratic Debate to
pack Granite State _Rm. ,

•

The line to buy books this week was almost lo~g enough
to sit and ha,v e a beer at Wildcat while you waited.

(Peter Tamposi photo)
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By Cara Connors
the "Year of the Presidency"
The Democratic Primary De- Committee, said the three major
ba re will attract hundreds of television networks will be
media people ro the MUB this covering the debate, in addition
Sunday, while simultaneously to such diverse members of the
causing most of the student media as The Boston Globe,
population to be locked our due · Time, Life, French television,
to and lack of space. The debate
The Times of London, and The
was moved to the Granite State Wall Street Journal.
Room .because the Johnso n
"We've got twenty sears in
Theater, the original sire, had the Granite State Room for the
press," said Caron. In addition,
no handicapped accessibility.
The Johnson Theater, though the Strafford Room will house
.undergoing renovations, won't the remaining members of the
complete these changes until press, who will watch the debate
after the debate, according to . on closed circuit television.
Student Senaror and "Year of
Phyllis Bennett, director of
the Presidency" Committee University Relations, said; "If
member Jay Gould.
any lottery winners have not
"Word was ouL..rhe candi- picked up their tickets, we will
dates wanted the debate in an distribute those tickets" at 1:45
area accessible ... (to handicapped p.m. Sunday. Students can check
individuals), though nothing at the Special Events off ice in
was officially stated," said Hamilton Smith, which is loGould.
cared on the first. floor near the
The move curs our .approx- doors facing Thompson Hall.
imately 100 seats because of the
The seven candidates will
Granite State Room's smaller debate topics introduced by
size. Gould pointed out, how- . moderator John Chancellor and
ever, that students will remain answer questions from seven
the majority of the audience.
preselected UNH students. The
"Seating had to be split be- event is sponsored by the "Year
tween the State Democratic of the Presidency" Committee.
_ Parry, the Secret Service, the
Elaine Isherwood, also a.
National Press, the (UNH) member of the Committee, said
President's Office, and the rest the format of the debate will
went into the lottery," said be similar to last weekend's
Gould. "Roughly 250 seats went debate between the Republican
co the student body. Students candidates at Dartmouth Colendec up oett: ), -j l11,J:,. of the lege.
pie."
''There'll be an opening secA St .:t101, -lf cne a1..ct.ence wilr rion when Chancellor will ask
questions -for the· first half
be fil!ed oy the nati . h1al press.
Carmelle (aron, a ;n;:mber of
hour," said Isherwood. This

'
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period will be followed by an
hour of questions from UNH
· students and the last fifteen
minutes. "Chancellor will ask
one questton of. each candidate,"
she said.
Before entering the MUB,
members of the audience will
be searched by the Secret Service. Security will be extremely
tight for the debate. The MUB
will close at its usual time on
Saturday, January 23rd .
"The Secret Service will going
_ through to search on Sunday
f!10rning," said Gould. "MUB
Directors (Marianne Fortescue
and Stan Copeland) will take
(them) through with a master
key." In compliance with the
search, all the student q_rganizarions have been asked ro leave
their office doors, ·file cabinets,
and lockers open. The MUB will
remain closed until about 7:00
Sunday evening. ·
After the debate, individual
candidates will meet with the
press and audience members.
Several candidates have reserved rooms in the MUB.
Others, such as Massachusetts
Governor Michael Dukakis and
former Arizona Governor Bruce
Babbitt will greet supporters
at the Tin Palace--Babbitt before
the debate and Dukakis after.
The debate will be televised
live on Channel 11 and C-Span.
There will be wide-screen tel.e v is ions at the Field House,
Alumni Center and Tin Palace
· for local viewing.
·

While UNH readies for the Democratic political circus to be he d under
the MUB big top, the Republicans had their show last week at Dartmouth.
pa e three for a first hand account.

See

....
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Do you want to _e nter · the high -pow ered ,
fast pace d life of jo_u rnali sm, wh~r e the word s
you writ e can mak e or brea k lives ? Well ,
mayb e you:. shQuld work for the Bosto-n 'Globe.
Do you wan t to gain valu alJle writ ing
expe rienc e, have a good time arid get paid
simu ltane ousl y? Then The New· B8m pshir e
is for you! .
Com e to a new peop le's meet ing Tues day
af 7:00 p.m. in room 151 of the MUB . This
is your medi um-s ized oppo rtuni ty!

NEWS IN- BRIEF
p
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And the passw ord is~-· "in- Dover man indict ed · in "I got.him ,I got him ... Oh,
UNH studen t rape
Jesus!!"
carcer ation"
Baptist minister Paul Wrenn had a habit of
A Strafford County Grand Jury handed up several
Kerry Ketchem, the 36-year-old former Air Force
his sermons by lifting the heavies-..
promoting
·
arrested
man
Dover
a
against
week
indictments this
airman who was arrested on mail- fraud charges
audience with his teeth. That habit
the
of
member
of
University
a
of
summer
last
rape
the
for
7
Jan.
.
after trying to collect $58,600 in prize money he
when, using a special leather
end
an
to
came
•
New Hampshire student. 1
won on the television show "Super Password,"
to lift a 385-poq.nd coal
attempted
he
mouthpiece,
three
faces
Ave.,
Law
Henry
110
of
Fecteau,
G~ry
sent the show's producer a Mailgram Wednesday
miner.
plus
assault,
sexual
felonious
aggravated
counts of
saying he deserved the money and had provided
The 40-year-old Wrenn, who stands 5 foot 10
a lesser charge of burglary with intent to commit
the show with "priceless free publicity."
weighs 335 pounds, tried to lift Joe Pierce, who
and
Dover
29
June
the
for
arrested
was
Fectea1,1
a$Sault.
Mr. Ketchem appeared on the show from Jan.
over 6 foot 8. Rev . Wrenn was using a
just
is
three
six-month,
a
after
coed
UNH
a
of
rape
Road
biggest
the
8 to Jan. 13, winning~ in the process,
connect~d by a short nylon rope to a
mouthpiece
police.
Durham
by
investigation
state
one-game prize since the show's inception more
belt worn by Pier·ce'.· Pierce·was spread
weightlifting
personal
Fecteau is currently free on $10,000
than 20 years ago.
with Rev. Wrenn standing over
ground,
the
on
out
groups
.women's
many
of
anger
the
to
,
recognizance
Mr. Ketchem, wanted by law enforcemem t
people, Wrenn managed to
225
of
front
In
him.
this
earlier
in Durham. At the time of his arrest
officials in Indiana, Alaska and California for his
from the ground. Then, ·
inches
5
about
Pierce
lift
on
trial
awaiting
bail
on
out
was
Fecteau
month,
role in several fraudulent activities, had used the
slipped and Pierce fell
mouthpiece
the
suddenly,
summer.
last
to
back
similar charges, also dating
alias Patrick Quinn and had said he was a
five ·teeth from Wrenn's ·
wrenching
ground,
the
to
Governmen t employee. He was arrested last
mouth. Rev. Wrenn· finished his 30 minute sermon
Thursday trying to pick up his winnings, after a
with his front .teeth dangling, and received dental
Secret Service agent in Anchorage spotted Ke~chem
attention about three hours later."lt's just a novelty
on the show.
thing," he said of the tooth trick. ·"You know not
Ketchem said that he had won the money .fairly
is interested in going to church."
everybody
.
and deserved to recieve it. The prodJ,1cer of the show
help us.
Heaven
or
whether
has left it up to the network to decide
not Ketchem would get paid.

Reaga n ~ill limit aid for
_aborti ons·
.

North Korea listed as
terror ist suppo rter
The United States has added Korea to its list
of nations that support internationa l terrorism,
citing its part in the bombing of a South Korean
airliner last November that left 115 -people dead.
State Department spokesman Charles E. Redman
announced the decision, accusing the North Koreans
of failing "to live up to the standards of civilized
behavior" because of their role in terrorist acts,
including the Korean Air bombing, which killed
more people than any terrorist act last year.
North Korea joins Iran, Libya, Syria, Cuba and
South Yemen on ~he State Departmen t list of
countries l?romoting international terrorism.

I

President Reagan will soon announce rules
prohibiting abortions and abortion counseli,ng by
family planning programs that recieve Federal funds,
despite the certainty of a legal challenge, according
to White House officials.
Senior associate counsel to the White House C.
Christopher Cox said the rules, originally proposed
last September, would most likely be published
An abominable snowman tried to make friends
next week in the Federal Register, giving them
with a Soviet ,expedition in the Pamir mountains,
the force of law. But their enforcemen t could be
according to the leader of the researchers. ··
blocked temporarily or permanently by a court if
Igor Tatsl, a veteran ''Yeti" hunter and scientist,
the clinics challenge the rules, as a group repres- · told the Tass news agency that his expedition had
·
enting them says it intends.
seen the creature "several" times at night during
Scott R. Swirling, executive director of the
a December visit to the Pami-r mountains, near
.
National Family Planning and Reproductive Health
the Afghanistan border.
Association, which represents the clinics recieving · He said the beast visited the researchers' camp
Federal money, ·said his group would "absolutely,
frequently, apparently in an attempt to befriend
definitely file a lawsuit" to challenge the new
them.
regulations when they are published. Court papers
have already been drafted, he said.

Abomi nable Snowm an
actual ly a nice guy
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Dole dominate s Dartmout h Republiccln Debate
By jay Kumar
HANOVER, NH--Two
young men in yellow clown suits
walked around waving at
passers-by in the twenty degree
weather. They wore signs designating themselves the Dole
and Bush: the "Tax Twins ."
Directly overhead, other demon-s tra cors hung a "BUSH
RULES" banner from a window
of the Hanover Inn. Across the
street, ap. anti-apartheid protest ·
rook place,. which criticized the
Republican presidential candidates for their positions on the
racial srrife in Sourh Africa. All
awµnd, police were cordoning
off rhe area in from of Hopkins
Cenrer, as people scur-ried co and
from the building.
The Republican Primary Debate had come ro Darrmourh
College.
Inside, the press made irs
presen<oe known, with a multitude of. TV cameras, rape
recorders, telephones; and notebooks in row. Secret Service and
ocher security people were also
in abundance, keeping a collecci ve eye on every nook . and
cranny of the Center, while
· preparations were finalized for
the main event.·
As for che debate itself, it saw
the em~rgence of Senacor Ro bert Dole. He dominated the
two hours with his sarcastic
barbs and pointed verbal assaults aimed mainly at frontrunner Vice President George
·
Bush.
Bush calmly and quietly defended himself throughout,
fending off attacks from Dole,
Rep . Jack Kemp, and former
Delaware Gbvernor Pierre du
Pone. Alexander Hai~, wh~ ha~

mounted fierce assaults on tlush sonal conflicts, "we're missing .
in previous debates, was re- ,. an opportunity co discuss the
served in his comments, while issues."
Pac Robenson went almost
From rime ro time, the can- '
unnoticed through his lack of didates would argue. amongst
verbiage.
each other, and at one point the
Bush drew some jeers when b'ickering grew so bad chat
he was pressured on his role in moderaror John Chancellor halfthe Iran-Contra affair and said, seriously said, "How can we
"I don't chink the American expect you people co run a
people· are inceresced in it." He government?"
continued, "The questions are
Even President Ronald Reaanswered."
gan, one of the most popular
The candidates cook turns . presidents, drew criticism from
caking shots at M3:ssachuserts the candidates (except Bush)
Governor Michael Dukakis, the on issues such as the budget, the
Democratic from-runner in poor, the Middle East, and
New Hampshire, for his refusal leadership ability. "You have
ro agree co an evacuation plan co have a chief of staff who
for che controversial Seabrook makes the place work," du Pont
·
~uclear po~er plant.
said.
Du Pone said, "Mike Dukakis
Du Pone detailed a plan to
chinks he's governor of cwo fight drug abuse among the
states instead of one."
teenagers by revoking the drivDole suggested the N acional er's licenses of abusers, to which
Academy of Sciences (a non- Dole cracked, "What if they
government agency) come in don't have a car?" Amidst much
and evaluate ch~ plane, because, laughter, du Pone replied, "It
he. said, "Safety's got co be che doesn't work as well in big
bottom line."
cities."
Dole added, "Dukakis
Dole continued by saying
shouldn't be entitled to hold it "more enforcement, more edup," while Kemp called Dukakis ucation" is needed. "If we find
"irresponsible in failing ro talk some big kingpin out there, we
to the state of New Hampshire."
ought to have the death penalDole and Bush, who in pre- ty."
vious weeks were embroiled in
Haig further ridiculed du
a public war of words,, kept che , Pone when he said, "Taking a
personal exchanges co a min- plastic driver's license and .
imum for the most pare. But ripping it in half is like putting
Dole did res pond co Bush's a chocolate chip on your ice
week-old challenge ro disclose cream .. .I'm worried about the
his tax returns for the last ten druggie stealing my car."
years by releasing his returns
All the candidates were steadfor the last 21 years earlier in fas c in their support for both
the day.
the Nicaraguan contras anafor
. "I called you, and raised ·you,"
the Strategic Defense Initiative
he retorted ro Bush. Dole then
(S.D:I.). Kemp led the praise
said by engaging in these per- for S.D.I., calling It "the g~eatest

DATA PROCESSING COORDINATOR
Portsmouth office seeks person
for Data Processing, Word Processing and filing.
Will Irain on computer network.
Prefer afternoons Mon.-- Fri.
Flexible hours.
Call Lee Ann at 431;. 7929

- SPECIAL P11RCHASE ITEMS Men-Women
Parkas
Men-Women
Colton Slacks
Meri-Women
Swealen
Men-Women '
Ski Panis
Men-Women-Kids
Shells
Sweatshirts
T-shirts

IND MUCH MORE

20-60% Off
•10 00 pr.
20-60% OH
20-60% Off
20-50% Off
30% Off
1

9 00 each

THE CROSSROADS
Mala Street

New London. N.B.
103-528-2828
Open I A.M.-1 P.M. l:nry Day

technology for defense m our who have improved in the polls,
lifetime."
and Jesse Jackson and Albert
After the debate, the atten- Gore, who hold considerable
tion turned to UNH, where the support in the South.
Democratic Pritnary Debate will
If last Saturday at Dartmouth
take place this Sunday. The is any example, the debate at
competicioo is growing closer UNH should prove hectic, exwith front-runners Gary Hart, c it i ng, and rewarding. At any,
Paul Simon, and Dukakis being rate, look out, Durham, the
challenged by upcomers Richard circus is coming to town.
Gep?ardt and Bruce Babbitt,

nd a new home in the brand spanking
th Ineson photo)

Wilcox wins Lindberg Award
By Wendy Marder
Donald Wilcox, a history
professor at the University of
New Hampshire, is the recipient of the Lindberg A ward for
Outstanding Scholar-Teacher
of Liberal Arts. The award
includes $2,500, wnich may be
used co support scholarship.
The Lindberg Award was
established last year in honor
of UNH English professor Gary
Lindberg, who died in February
1986. Professor Wilcox is the
second recipient of chis award,
with the previous winner being
Michael Deporte, who is the
chairperson of the English
department and an English
professor.
Wilcox is the author of many
books, his most recent one
entitled, "The Measure of
Things Pase.". The book is an
attempt co look at concepts of
rime before Newcon, and then
to compare those concepts to
the twentieth century concepts
of relativity.
Professor Wilcox is a Harvard
U niversicy graduate, and after
reaching there, decided to come
co pursue his teaching career
at UNH, where he has been for
the past seventeen years.
Wilcox said he enjoys teaching at UNH a great deal, as
opposed to teaching at Harvard.
He said he particularly likes the
variety, and feels that the majority of the students here are
genuinely interested in the ideas
of life.
1
1 f 1 st
W 1·1
cox a so ee s rong Y
. about the large nµmber of nonUNH
d
l
· ·
- . na.d_itio_n_a stu en ts .at. · ''

1

_,,,,,,.

.
.
.
.
.
Wilcox ts Outstandmg Teacher/ Scholar. (Peter Tampos1 photo)
h h
d
h
h
sue as t e stu encs w o ave to learn much from one another
returned to study after many and also enables them to relate
• I
fc:
h h
years He said such a diversity
to eac ot_er more e 1ect1ve y.
·
p "' ' ' • ' • • •
Ja-me>t1g "stndentS' enables ·them #, ', , , ~; , "
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ON THE SPOTDoes Durham need a ·new place to socialize
downtow n?

"Yes, as long as it is run
professionally and under
the constraints of the law."

''Yes, I think we need a new
· place to meet with friends."
,4nneLtmgley
Senior
English Education

Dan Fasciano
Junior
Political Science

~'Yes, Portsmouth is too far
to drive. We've been complaining for months.
Wildcat is the only place
to go." ·
Amanda Andrews
Sophomore
· Pre-School Education

f'Yes, I think we need a
place that's classier.~.something with a little atmosphere."
Dan Therrien
Senior
Mechanical Engineering

.DON'T LET THIS HA.PPEN
TO YOU!
FULL SEMESTER
MEMBERSHIP

only $99

Limited Memberships Available

Off Peak Semester
Membership only $79

Membersh ip Includes:· Nautilus * Free Weights

*
Cardiovascu lar Room * Safeguard Aerobics 65 classes/ wk
, 4 Levels * Saunas * Hot Tub * Ra~q ·u etball * Basketball*.

Reduced Rates On: T3:nning _(2 New Booths!)
Private Hot Tub Rental ..~~~.;~:~•~,,,(' ·
··
f e1.v.
E

'~~

:

!~

t~~Kl~N-~rr~~ use of Great Bay Racquet Center's Fitness Facilities <i
13 Jenkins Ct

)

Durham, NH 03824

868-1105

·

·

G e . F 1•t'.... ·. G et the GI ow-.'
.

t·

~ i'•®

c?f;:

~

~

t:xeter Rd.
Newmarket Ntl 03857
659-~151 or 778-7602

·····-······•,l'·•·········•Jl.9!,1',l'■•-···················"'···········•,l'·•··········----······-·····---·-•,I'·•·--···························· .
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MLK March slated Monday
rights movement; and Stepnz.nie Thomas, the campus AffirWhen one speaks of civil mative Action officer speaking
rights and Marrin Lurher King, on the presem day effect of the
New Hampshire is rarely ut- civil rights mov~ment.
tered in the same breath. This
Harder feels the publicity for
is something Cathy Harder is
the event this year has been
trying ro change. ·
berrer coordinated than last
. On Monday, January 25 at year. Press releases were sent
6:00 p.m., the Second Annual
around the state co both teleCandlelight March will rake vision stations and newspapers.
place, commemorating the civil
Harder also pointed to the
rights movemem and past civil
fallout from the rally ac che Srare
rights marches with an emphaHouse in Concord on Monday.
sis on the work of Marrin Lurher A rally emphasizing che need
King.
for the celebration of Martin
The idea was borrowed from
Luther King's Birthday is somea program developed at Colo- · thing New Hampshire lacks
rado State University. The . now.
march is a procession from
"I contacted many people at
Dimond Library co Durham
the rally and cold them of the
Community Church with
March," said Harder. "I was
marchers €arrying lighted canreally suprised at the number
dles through do.w ntown Durof politicians at the rally which
ham\
shows there is support for the
The marchers will then gathholiday within the scare."
er in the church co listen to
"I was really struck by what
scheduled speakers which insomeone said about Dr. King
clude: Les Fisher, an English
at the rally," said Harder, "They
nrnfec;;sor who will sneak on rhe
said MLK taught black people
hisrnrical aspect of. the ~ivil
how to hope and white people
By Chris Pollet

to care."
Harder said the idea wasn't
co change people's minds but
she hoped t~1e campus would
become aware of chis subject.
"I want this to educate people
and not be a rally or a protest,"
said Harder. She pointed to che
ineffectiveness of protests and
rallys and how educating people
is usually more effective.
Harder's organizational assignment is Diversity and she
follows Bruce Perry ( a former
UNH Hall Director who started
this project) in chis capacity,
one she has become very in volved in. ·
"I didn't really get my feet
wet until last semester when
I became involved with the
Diversity Committee," said
Harder. She did extensive educational programs dealing with
diversity across campus.
February is Black History
Month and Harder said there
will be · a movie in the MUB
every Tuesday night and in
Residence Halls every Wednesday.
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CALENDAR
FRIDAY,JANUAR Y 22
Student Prize Plays - Original One-Acts by UNH Students.
Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

SATURDAY,JANU ARY 23
UNH Music Department Auditions - For appointment call
862-2404, Monday thru Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Women's Basketball - vs. Hartford. Field House, 2 p.m.
Women:s Swimming - vs. Smith. Field House, 2 p.m.
Student Prize Plays - Hennessy Thea~er, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

SUNDAY,JANUA RY 24
Women's Ice Hockey - ·vs. St. La_wrence. Snively Arena, noon.
Democratic Presidential Candidate Debate - For those not
chosen by lottery, public viewing areas will be available on
campus. Shown on large screen in Lundholm Gymnasium
of Field House, 3-5 p.m. Information: Carmelle Caron, UNH
'
News Bureau, 862-1460.
Men's Swimming - vs. Vermont. Field House, 4 p.m.

MONDAY,JANUA RY 25
Graduate Student Registration - Hillsborough/Sulliva n Room,
.
MUB, 8:45 - 11:45 a.m.; 1:15 - 4 p.m.
Candlelight March in Memory of Martin Luther King - Gather
at T-Hall flagpole at 6 p.m., march to Durham Community
:
Church, where guest speakers will address the marchers.
Women's Basketball - vs. Brooklyn. Field House, 7 p.m.

TUESDAY,JANUA RY 26
Last day for undergrads-to withdraw and qualify for 3/4 tuition
·
refund.
Women's Swimming - vs. Springfield. Field House, 4 p.m.
Evening Graduate Student Regjstration - First Floor, New
_,
Science Center, 5-7 p.m.
/

Men's Ice Hockey - vs. Northeastern. Snively, 7 p.m.
CALENDAR INFORMATION MlJST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
·-/
(Observe deadlines on proper forms)
1·

The New riampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-weekly
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of_the Memorial
Union Building , UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business Ofice hours: Monday. Friday 10am-3pm. Academic year subscription: ·$ 24.00. Third class postage
paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should check their ad_s the first day.
The New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisment in which a typographical
error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes
to The New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies printed
·per issue by Journal Tribune, Biddeford, Maine.

The lines don't seem to get any shorter each semester, do_they? (Beth Ineson photo)
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HIPS
NlABLE
On Sale, for a limited time only:

king for a scholar- ip? Air Force ROTC has
two- through four-}'fil scholarships
that can cover tuition and other expenses,
plus $100 per academic month, tax free.
Find out if }OU qualify.
Capt Gloria L . Copeland

603-862-1480

• Sterling Silver - 40% off
• All Denim - 25% off
• Australian Stockman's Coats -$30. off
• Ugg Boots - $10. off
(men's & women's)
• Plus 20 to 50% off cool-weather
merchandise

~
LUCKY STRIKE

c/otl11i1q //

7/·

51 Ceres St. • Portsmouth , NH
603 -436-2436

Leadership E,ccellence Starts Here

345 Fore St. • Portland , ME

201-773-7784

·i

I
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Rubes®

By Leigh Rubin

GENERAL
ACADEMIC

PRE-MEDICAL/PR E-DENT AL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE: If planning to attend medical or
dental school in 1988/89, register with the Premedical Office NOW. Room 14, Floor B, Diamond
Library.

FEMINIST BIBLE STUDY: Sponsored by United
Campus Ministry co UNH. Bible _study for women
only. _Tuesdays, beginning January 19. Waysmeer,
..
15 Mill Road, 7-8 p.m.

WA YSMEET PROTEST ANT FELLOWSHIP:
, Sponsored by United Campus Ministry co UNH.
A s~udy of the Minor Prophets. Wednesdays,
CAREER
begrnnrng January 20, Waysmeec, 15 Mill Road,
7-8 p.m.
The following are sponsored by Career Planning
·
and Placement:
PROTEST ANT STUDENT WORSHIP: Sponsored by United Campus Minis cry to Ul ::rI. Informal
RECRUITER LIST AVAILABLE: Seniors!· The .worship for UNH students. Sundays, beginning
January 24, Community Church of Durham, 4:30
4th recruiter list covering companies visiting
p.m. ·
now
is
31
March
22
February
from
campus
available at-Career Planning and Placement in
COLLEGE BOWL CAMPUS TOURNAMENT
Huddleston. Prescreening for these compa'nies
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: Lase chance co .
begins January 28.
register 4-member teams for cournamenc. Attendby at least one member of ea(h team is
ance
prespanel
A
NIGHT:
CAREER
HOSPITALITY
mandicory. Monday, January 25, Senate Room,
entation with an opportunity for questions and
MUB, 7 p.m.
discussion. Panelists represent various facets of
the industry with a focus on hotel and restaurant
CONTRA DANCE: Sponsored by UNH Country
management. Monday, January 25, Room 208,
Dancers. Calling and music by .Boscon Favorites,
McConnell, 7 p.m.
Tony Parkes and Yankee Ingenuity. Saturday,
RESUME WORKSHOP: Tips and techniques on January 30, Strafford Room, MUB, 8:30 p.m. co
midnight, $4. All welcome, all dances taught.
writing an effictive resume. Tuesday, January 26,
Forum Room, Dimond Library, 4-5 p.m.

MEETINGS

MANDATORY SENIOR ORIENT ATIO NS: For
seniors who want to interview on-campus or
establish a credentials file: Tuesday, January 26,
7-9 p.m.; Thursday, Ja_nuary 28, 12:45 - 2:45 p.m.
in the Forum Room, Library. Wednesday, January
27, 4-6 p.m., in HiHsborough/ Sullivan R_oom, MUB.

DEBATE SOCIETY MEETING: First meeting co
discuss inrercollegiace competition and campus
debating. Anyone interested may attend. :Monday,
January 25, Grafton Room, MUB, 8:30 p.m.
MEDIEVAL RECREATION CLUB MEETING:
Distussion fo fest, dancing, fighting, guests and
workshops. Everyone invited to attend. Friday,
January 28, Common Office, MUB, 6 p.m.

On the lean beef ranch.

-H-word Assoo1&t10Il. ·
(603) 659-6447
Word Processtng • 'fyplng • Transcription
Durham, New Hampshire
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74 EXETER STREET
NEWMARKET, NH 038-57
(603) 659-2303
!AFTER HOURS ANSWERING SERVICE)

APARTMENTS

MUB MINI
COURSE S -~·
SPRING 198.· S·
Soft Aerobics
Ballroom Dancing
Basketweaving
Blues Harmonica
Cross-Country Skiing in New Hampshire
Guitar
Massage
Self Defense
Sign Language Part II
Tai Chi Chuan
Watercolors for Beginners
Yoga
Registration
Monday, Tue$day & Wednesday
February 1, 2 & 3
9 am-12 noon & 1-4 pm
Student Activities Programming Office
Room 126
Memorial Union Building (MUB)
Fee due at registration
For more information call 862-1001

MN -FRI 8 30· 5.0CJ
CLOSED WEEKENDS

DURHA M NOW
RENTIN G
STUDE NT
HOUS ING'
TU DOR HALL
.

,

Student Housing- Male & Female
Rooms- includes kite.h en & bath.
$235.00/lllo. includes heat, hot
wat~r ·and electricity. Semester
lease- Jan.- May. 88 Walking
distance to U .N .H. Parking.
Laundry & Bike Room (on site).

tfk************************..***-lrlr****************************************************tt•
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ROOT FOR THE DUKE
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COME WATCH THE DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIA L ,DEBATE .
AT THE TIN PALACE
SUNDAY,JAN . 24, 1988
3:00-5:00 PM
A Reception with Gov. Michael Dukakis will i"!,mediately fallow the debate
·
.
.
For information,\ call 742-4719
Sponsored by the rrUNH for Dukakis Committee" including:

:

David Watters
Wayne Burton
Larry Dingman

Howard, Mayne
Carleton Menge
Karl Pillemer

Mary Clark
Gus Zaso
Dick Hersh

David Magidon
Bob Connors
Jody Congdon

Laurie Bower
Karen Birch
Joanne Rodriguez

:

Harold Hapgood

Nancy Scharff

Briggs Bailey

Jay Gould

Nicky Simic

Phil Isenberg
Richard Kaufmann
Joann Kelly

Charles Simic
Anne Valenza
Lisa MacFarlane

Mark Hiller
Don Graves
Tom Newkirk

Nancy Charest
Lauren Walsh
Ellen McCarthy

Dave Seperson
Mike Fresolone
Meg Clouthier

*

*
!
!

*
*
*
*
***
**
**
*
*

:*
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*
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

j
I

I

I

FUTURE
TALK

I
I

If you 're talking ahout a future in information managemcm, you 're
talking ~orthern Telecom.
We're the world's largest supplier of fully digital
telecommunications systems. And we have careers for new
graduates in engineering and computer science, as well as in
marketing, accouming, finance, ·business systems aµd human
resources. Besides 1competitive salaries, we offer superb benefits
and great locations . .
Let's talk about your future. A representative will be on your
campus Thursday, February 4, 1988. Contact us when we visit your
campus, or consult your coilege placement office. We are an equal
opportunity employer m/f/h/ v.

n:/ f_ook at fh
!,.Arid I. 3°
· ttle B;lly t\

11,,t
© 1988 Universal

nu,rhcun
tCICCIJl11

Press Syndicate

Monster jobs

AFFORDABLE
HOUSING FOR
U.N.H.
STUDENTS
l

One bedroom condominiums from $68,850 ... two
bedroom condominiums from $74,850. These low
preconstruction prices are offered for a limited time,
only on the first 96 units sold. With th.e high demand for quality homes at low prices, these garden
condominiums are sure to sell fast!

Exceptional location. The Meadows at Dover is just
north of Portsmouth, within easy commuting distance to Durham. Beaches, mountains, lakes, shopping, recreation and educational facilities are
within easy driving distance.
Quality construction. Rarely me so many features
included at these low prices. Standard features
include applianced. kitchen, private l:x:Ilcony or
patio, carpeting, gas heat, elevator and more. The
condominium community is developed by The
Cob1al Group, with a reputation for quality·you can
depend on.
For more information call 1-800-537-7301 or
(603)749-0008 aocally). Better yet, visit our sales
furnished. model today.
office

and

Unit plans cm.ct pr1ces are subject to change without noti03.

The Mecxbws at Dover is marketed. by Dube, cabral & C.Ompany, Inc.

Seller reserves the rtght to limit the number of investors and to restrtct the number ot homes purchased by ea::h. individual and ea::h household.

1-95 North to -Spaulding Turnpike, ,t o Exit SW, then one mile west to The Meadows ·
134 Knox Marsh Road, Dover, New Hampshire • Call toll-free 1-800-~37-7301

,,,
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L.

• GE T . INV OL VE D
••
:
FUND
·
ING
RAMM
PROG
••
ORGANIZATION
••
•
is looking for _a pplica nts_· for
•: ·
ISTA NT
••• ASS
BUSINESS

•: 'A Home Away From Home'
••:
Alpha Xi Delta
.•• •·.·········~~ O,pen Rush•···············
••• .
9
7-· pm
•
: Sunda y, Janua ry 24, 1988
••• All

_;-I

:

:
•
•

wome n
are
invite d

•
•

•

•

:
•

the
sisters

:
•·

••
.:
:
••
•

Lib.e·ral Arts, Busin ess Administration, Accou nting Ma- .
jars get hands on experi ence \
with manag ement ,accou nting, and comm unica_tion·
skills. Looks great on re~

·•
•

romeet

•,e

MAN AGE R

•:••

at the most diverse house
on campu s.

sume!_

_:
•

Pick up applic ations at room ,
134, botto·ffi_of the MUB. Stop
by-and Get _Invo·tyed!! , .

••
•

7

•·•••••••••. ~·····.······••·••·
j.

'

•

•

* SHU TTL E ROU TES AND SCH EDU LE*
7amto11 pm
• 6 Runs Per Hour •

INNER

:40

:50

:34

:41
:42
:44

:51
:52
:54

:35

:45

:55

:36
:37

:46
:47

:18

:25
:26
:27
:28

:38

:48

:56
:57
:58

:19

:29

:39

:49

:59

A-lot
T-Hall

:00

:10

:20

:30

:IM

:21

Hetzel
C-Lot
WS8E

:02

:11
:12

:22

:31
:32

·0.4

:14

:24

Mitchell Wav

·06

Parsons

-JJ.Z

. :15
:16
:17

James Hall
Mot

:08
:09

:05

I

UAC

UIU·YM '
111\P'CCJYl lBP\P:,CJII

'v {(Jlj[.,11M,

~ 0~ ~ - - . . . . . _ .

BAR:o;•{\\
HALL

~

,..,; t.. '1t

l

ARE

/

Rout•• 8♦9in

end End

.
~.Yi)
w
1

TRANS. BLOG.
LEAVITT . ·
SERVICE •
CENTER

7 amto6pm

OUTER

• 4 Runs Per Hour •

:15
:00
· :Ot -< :16.

..,,. A-Lot

. i-Hall

:02 · '·
:04

:17
:19

. N.E.C.

:05

:20

. UAC.

-JJ7

:22

. Snively

-JJ9

. Barton Hall
Leavitt Ctr.
·channel 11
A-Lot

:11

:24
:25

;~ Hetzel

Woodman Rd.

'

:30
· :31

:32

:45 .

.

:46
:47 .

YWIIPJI
:37
:39
:41

:52
:54
:57
:59
:00

:12

:26

:42

:14

:28'
· :29

. :44

· :15

FIELDHOUSE:
STADIUM

:45

G.:.!!.!]
•

:56

,--[_-.-,,j

INNER ROU:rE ' ;

INNER ROUTE STOPS
OUTER ROUTE

.

"•

PHI-L~OOK ,

... ·

~ OUTER ROUTE STOPS
\s'i Li.. i AtlSON HALL

;

' ~t { .f";

,,

..
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Victim pays the price of bail
In an outrageous affront ·to decency
and common sense, a Strafford County
Grand Jury freed an accused rapist
on $10,000 personal recognizance.
Gary Fecteau, 21, of Dover, was
arrested Jan. 7 for the alleged rape
of a UNH woman this summer.
At the time of his arrest Fecteau
was out on bail awaiting trial on
similar charges, according to local
newspaper reports Wednesday. In all,
he faces three counts of aggravated
felonious · sexual assault plus a lesser
charge of burglary with intent to

· commit assault, the report said.
The bail which set Fecteau out into
the Dover Streets again sounds impressive with all its zeros. But what
· personal recognizance really mearis
is that Fecteau signed a piece of paper
promising to show up for his hearing
date or pay the court $10,000.
Such a low bail for a serious charge
ts "_a sinine," according to a certified
bail bondsman, who wished to remain
anonymous. There is nothing to keep
the accused from skipping town except
his word.

News papers reported that womens
groups were angered, and rightly so.
Everyone should be angered by the
seeming lack of im porrance placed
on the crime of rape. It is a violent
act which physically and.emotionally
victimizes a person, usually a.woman.
The accused pays small price for
bail while the victim must pay the
high price -of being traumatized by
the fact that her alleged attacker 1s
roaming the streets.
('

Lack of
peace funds
To the Editor,
The Coalition for Disarmament
and Peace finds itself against a
particular obstacle; the lack of funds.
Wishing to continue our fight for
world disarmament, many members
have contributed personal savings
yet our bills from past, present and
future actions are increasing. We
have many plans and events scheduled for the upcoming semester
but these goals cannot be achieved
at their fullest potential without
more funding. Here are some of
the events we have planned.
-"~right ,M orning Star" a political
music/ theatre -g roup is performing
in the Granite State Room of the
MUB on Feb. 5. In addition, many
New England Peace Groups will
have tables of information at the
event.
-William Coffin, president of
SANE/FREEZE, ex-CIA agent,
WW2 liason to the Russian army
and much more, will speak to
University and community
members concerning the motivation to act and get involved in the
ever-changing world. He is coming
to Rm. 110 in Murkland Hall, on
February 11.
-A film series/writing contest
given by Quest for Peace shows
individuals how to make personal
differences in changing the arms
race and a way to express these
concerns to the Presidential candidates.

-Weekly meetings are held Wednesday nights at 7 p.m. in the Forum
Rm. of the Dimond Library. Films,
lectures and discussions will take
place.
As you can ~ee, it is a busy
schedule, and it is just the beginning. We hope to accomplish all
this and more but we need your
help. Please contribute if you can,,
whether through donations or your
attendance at the meetings and
events. All help is _d eeply appreciated. After all, it's everyone's
world.
Send checks co: The Coalition for
Disarmament and Peace, MUB,
UNH.
Peace and Love,
Adrianna Tompkins

Thanks
for the
blood
To the Editor,
Because of the holiday period so
soon after our December blood
drive, I could not thank everyone
for the beautiful turnout, so please
accept my apology.
In the true spirit of the season,
around 1,090 donors appeared and
your Red Cross collected 1,017 pints
-- the largest response since 1981.
We are all so proud of you and
the support of many campus organizations and individuals!

The last day we had visitors from
another Blood Service and they were
most impressed by your ir;ivolvement in so many ways!
·
Credit is due to all who helped
us to carry on the UNH tradition
and your Student Press and radio
outdid themselves on our behalf.
We must also praise IRO, the
Greek System and the Student
Senate who not only made people
aware but who increased our faculty
and staff donors.
You have been missed and we are
enjoying knowing that Durham has
come back to life.
Since our next drive will celebe,ate
Valentine's Day, just remember you
are our pride and I can think of no
better way to tell you so than:
"Roses are Red
Violets are Blue,
Life is sweet
Because of You!"
Jarry Stearns
Your Durham Red Cross Blood
Director
P.S. On January 27th at 2 p.m.
in your Strafford Room of the MUB,
Maureen Baldini, R.N., and AIDS
Education Coordinator for your
Blood Services will return to discuss
AIDS, the nation's blood supply
and protection for donors and
volunteers.
Volunteers from other communities of the Seacoast are invited
along with UNH student volunteers
who did not hear the Red Cross
story in December.
We want you to come because
your are so very important to us
and we want to give you an opportunity to present the facts to you,
and ask any questions you may have.
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University Forum
A cafe _name d ,Tarcintula
By Stefan Low
Make no mistake: it's all there, the glamour and
glitz, the black taxis and red buses, the pink hair
and brown beer. But thefe are certain grey areas
surrounding Regent's College, and for students
thinking of participating in UNH's London
Program, I offer an inside look.
A semester abroad is more than a vacation, but
falls just short of establishing residence. It is an
uneasy inbetweenness that can enervate or frustrate,
or just plain overwhelm.
·
It helps when the school is more organized than
the students. This was not the case. No one minds
when classes are postponed a week. But when it's
because the school is still trying to finish the new
off-campus dorm at Park Crescent Mews. We moved
in only a week and a half late, overjoyed to find
they had forgotten to include furniture, a laundry,
hot water and our breakfasts. Oh, about breakfast...
The English are famous for their breakfasts.
Regent's isn't. I'm all for toast, yogurt· and tea, but
everyday? How could I study? Dreams of e.g gs
crowded my sleep. And the meal plan? If they offer
a cash rebate, cake ic. The portions are smajl (no
going back for sceonds ), che food is about che poorest
institutional fare I've had the dubious pleasure of
:ngescing.
·
Vegetarians can seriously not stay alive with the
meal plan. Carnivores hardly fare beccer. My advice?

Senat e

The Tarantula Cafe in the Diorama near Park Square
Ease: find it or starve.
.
Academics? Oxford it ain't. Many of the classes
had great potential bur suffered from institutional
inertia. The English professors were fun, but more
eloquent over a pine of Guinness in the Pub than
in the classroom. learning for me came from
travelling, and I have heard the same sentiments
echoed by many Regent's students.
How about diversity? UNH is all hung up on
diversity. And it's there- students from Virginia
as well as New Hampshire. You wane -diverse? My
roommate was a UNH philosophy major. I do
.history. That's diverse. I would like to know what
happened to all the Finnish, Flemish, Prence,
German, Dutch, Spanish, African and Arabian
roommates. Don't tell me they transferred to UNH
last fall; I don't want to know.
I'll spare you the tongue-in-cheek for a moment.
I don't mean to be totally negative; the whole
experience was truly broadening, and I still believe
chat hardship bui1ds character. The London Program
is a fantastic opportunity to see a different corner
of the world, and I say do ic; go, bur until Regent's
College gees its fanny in gear and can deliver on
its' promises, don't go for the school. Go for Europe.
Stefm J,ow i.r a junior Liberal Arts major.

Succ ess

By Sabra Clarke

"It won't happen," adminiscracors told us. "You'll
never gee chat many upperclassmen to volunteer."
We were looking for about cwo hundred upperclassmen to voluncee.r some rime co introduce an
incoming Spring semester Freshman co UNH. One
thousand, two hundred signed up. Apathy is out
at UNH, Sympathy is in!
Over and over seniors, juniors, and sophomores
said, "I wish I had had somebody my Freshman
year" and signed the lisc. Students know chat it
is absolutely essential to be more than 003-50-1234
at UNH. They realize char having someone there
co answer questions, point direction, or just listen
makes a difference during che first year at college.
It really encourages me when such a large group

of people volunteer co make another's life a little
brighter.
·
··
We scarred wich the January Freshmen so that
· we could try' the program on a small scale and work
our the bugs. The paiq were· all marched by hand
and were' done by majors as they were easier than
by zip code. Getting people together was a little
crazy because of the large turnout.
It is not over, however. We need to change this
trend into a tradition! Next Fall abdut 2500
upperclassmen volunteers will be needed for the
next round of Freshmen. Please watch for the
opportunity to sign up (get involved) chis semester
and direct any opinions or ideas to Kim Varney,
Alyson Rando, or myself at 862-1494.

Sabra Clarke is the Student Body
Vice-President

The Forum Page needs con_-

in printt'! The articles must be

cerned students to voice their

submitted -by 1:00 p.m. on Mon-

_opinions, deliver suggestions

days and Thursdays. Remember

and to create controversy upon

the early bird catches the head-

\

. the u·niversity campus. Everyone
has a gripe, put your co~plaint

1inesll

Phallic
Bomb s
By Adrianna

Tompkins

HOT
and tired of the Battle of Wqrds,
They resign and repress their "'
Fears and Hopes.
The burning terror of
WAR feeds the monster
of paranoia -So they b_uild
And increase
The heart wrenching horror.
The dreams of
PEACE and FRIENPSHIP
Are buried deep in the
Cold, scared hearts.
The struggling butterfly of
LOVE ~s fluttering in a dark
Ocean of oppression.
STOP!
LET HER LIVE!
Destroy these phallic bombs
Pointed at Our Earth..
Do not let them nestle in
· Her innocent beauty
' Waiting for the chance
To rape her of her purity.
Do not let them kill all life ...
For if they do -The beautiful butterfly will
Die with a mournful
Wail of Pain.Adrianna Tompkins is a member of the Coalition
for Difarmament and Peace.
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Health Services
to The Health Servic·e s Center
at 2 Ballard Street
across from the Tin Palace
Pettee 'Brook Side
,

I

Services available include:
Appointment with certified physicians ·

Orthopedic Clinic

· Gynecological Services

Allergy Cli}'.lic .
,.

-'. ~, Wart Glinic

Walk-in care
Laboratory ·

Occupational Health

· Radiology ·:

Nutritional Counseling

Pharmacy
Cold Clinic

_AIDS (HIV) antibody counseling and/or testing
Health Education which has resource files and books and health education pamphlets
available on fopics such as substance abuse, stress management, sexual health, AIDS,
·
eating disorders, and other. physical and mental health issues. .

Hours for services when residence halls are open:

)

-1-,

Urgent Care Clinic

862-1530

24 hrs/day, 7 days/wk

Appointment Clinic

862-3177

8 AM - 4 PM (weekdays)

Gynecological Services

862-1806

8 AM - 4 PM (weekdays)

.Office of Health Education & Promotion

862-3823

8 AM - 4 PM (weekdays)

Emergency

862.:1212

I

J

/
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Sigmund Abeles,
A Retrospective
University Art Galleries,
Paul Creative Arts Center
By Patrik Jonsson

'1Jig Wi/1,,&"Rosewood,,
Top Prize Plays

form. Muscles begin co show.
The figures, still holding the
forms he has developed, become
Sure, landscapes are nice, but sharper, taut. He has found in
like a good book, a painting does pastels what Steinbeck· found
not truly move until it has in California, his true medium.
characters. Look at Van Gogh's Through pastels he shows the
"The Potato Eaters" or Gaugin's human form as he perceives it.
"Women in Ades." There is Much of his later work consists The 15th Annual Undergraduate Prize Plays
character. Figure. Strength in of single nude forms, often Produced by Marga1·et Ellis
movement. Now look at Sig- . twisted into unusual poses. One,
mund Abeles "Dancer, Resting, "Conundrum,"-depicts a woman By Arthur Lizie
· Some people enjoy seeing
Aside from the slight pun of character who was really lazy
twirled up, legs stretched out
Reflecting."
Mr. Abeles closed his tenure over rhe_back of the chair she stage and screen .productions the ride, there are some gooq and spit watermelon seeds in
as a teacher and lecturer here sleeps in. Also, a contemplative for an honest portrayal of la·ughs in the play, provided between choruses of "Dixie."
at UNH with a show rejoicing gaze takes heart in many of reality, others as an escape from .mostly by the child-like activ- Although some may defend thf"
in characters chat could fill these pastels. "Dancer, Resting, the same. The first crowd is ities of Jake (Mark Goodman) . play as showcasing a plight of
volumes of books. His figure Refleeted," arguably his best, enamored of the ability that the The · only problem with the gays, it certainly does not
studies - or character studies - shows a young dancer prone in stage has co dramatize often comedy is a tendency to rely on achieve that end when all of the
tell scoric:s of individualism, a chair, her thoughts somewhere unnoticed common occurances. effects such as offstag~ music laughs come at their expense.
personal strength, but also else, perhaps on the upcoming The second crowd is usually for the laughs rather then There is no need for this type
fraility and the despair in the routines on the stage. Her form weary of facing these occurances writing them into the dialogue. of display at a school of higher
last rituals before leaving this .is masculine, as are many of his and just wants to forget r~ality In spite of this minor flaw, "The learning allegedly committed
life. It is clear that, like a tart paintings. There are bulging for a couple ·of hours. Both are Big Will'_' does not fail to to diversity.
.The lase play, "Rosewood,"
pear ripening and ripening, veins in her hands. Her viable forms of entertainment entertain.
On the pther hand, "Wishful writ'ten and directed by Michele
Abeles has now acquired the shoulders are broad and her when done properly.
The University of New Drinking," written by Micheal Rene Brochu, was an all too real
maturity in- his drawings to arms muscled. Bur there is a
finally fall off the big tree and sensual femininity · bursting Hampshire Theater's 15th An- O'Malley and directed by Jan- account of Margaret, an elderly
through, too. "Dancer," seems nual U ndeigraduate Prize Plays, nifer Gilke, does not entertain woman skillfully played by
support himself.
Seventeen years ago, Abeles a precis of Abeles' thoughts on concluding a four night run in and is in fact offensive. It is the Susan Dumais, who has been
joined the U niversiry of New "man/woman". It is a study in the Hennessey Theater of the story of Pete (Robert Lazar), abandoned by her family and
Ha,mpshire staff after appren- individualistic and personal Paul Creative Arts Center to- a downtrodden teenager sud- sees only one path in her future.
night and tomorrow night at denly dumped by his gi~lfriend In a short span of time, she
ticing and teaching in a number strength.
8 p.m., offers one enjoyable on prom night. Intoxicated, he wavers a chin line between
of,.schools including Brooklyn
escape from reality and two stumbles into a New York City present reality and remembranMuseum School, Wellesley Colgrim, for differing reasons, park and finds Gene, a homo- ces of earlier, better days. Her
lege, and Boston University. He
looks at reality.
.
sexual genie (Bob Guttermuth). frustrating solitary existence
colleagues
by
admired
been
has
"The Big Will," written by In a predictable turn of events, is accented by the play's one
But there are also contrasts
and students alike for his skill
and. his devotion to making the ·t o this view. Several paintings Mary McLaughlin and directed Pete's three wishes .don't bring person performance.
The pl~y·s most admirable
dep artment an excellent aca- of elderly folk also l\ang. In these by Karen Mer~, is the escapist fame and fortune, but he does
J
stage production of the evening. manage to get the girl and learn point -is that Margaret is a real 1·
The play is an entertaining a valuable lesson.
and identifiable person. Brochu
comedy "whodunnit" in which
The most alarming aspect of has not construed her as a
five former college friends are this play is its boorish portryal glimmering stalwart of hope
mysteriously invited to a dinner of both homosexuals a·nd ho- or generosity or any other
party by another friend, an mophobics. All homosexuals are abstract ideal. Margaret could
obnoxious starlet tastefully silly men who dress in bright be your mother or grandmother. ~
overplayed by Holly Bickford, cloches, like to be hie by ocher She has led a normal life, giving
who none of the five actually men, are constantly hitting on · and in turn expecting love. Her
like. The action starts as the ocher men, and are defined by plight is cause for an examinastarlet's sudden demise marks their sexuality. All homophobics tion of the treatment of the aged
A Retrospective
the arrival of the play's most are muscle-bound Rambo types in our own lives. Unfortunate
likeable character, a Jam~s Bond who carry guns and try to kill as the situation may seem,
via Cary Grant lawyer named gays. Right. This play may as "Rosewood" is an honest and
· Bond (Peter Halsey Sherwood). well have featured a black . biting reflection of reality.
Sigmund Abeles - A Retrospective will be on display in the
University Art Galleries through March 6. Call 862-3712 for
details on Gallerie hours.
No Age
demic unit. He w.ill still teaches he seems co question age. "His
SST Records
ac·· cimes as professor emeritus Saturday," shows an old man
By Anhur Lizie
in the Department of Arts, but sleeping in a kitchen chair in
his working time will be devoted the kitchen. A wrestling march
canters on the TV. A girlie
"Where there is nothing at all, anythina_.san happen. Welcome t~ No Age~· Out of chaos,
folly to his art.
Sigmund Abeles - A Retro- magazine lays on the floor. It
-a. void, came the earth. Out of the need for mindless ·hours of home
spective presently occupies the contemplates growing old. A a great maelstrom of
lower floor of the Paul Art loss of self, perhaps. A loss of entertainment, came TV. Out of the void that defines the present,state of instrumental music
Galleries. The display is set in strength that burns in his nudes.
(read "New Age" Zzzzzzz), comes No Age.
None- except "Modern
a loose chronological order. To
the right from the foot of the Madonna" - of the "Max DrawNo Age, an SST double album
sr'airs hang his early works, to ings" that were nationally recof .nineteen instruCO-!flpilation
Artist"
"American
in
ognized
His
works.
later
his
the left,
mental. tracks, is the ultimate
mosr recent paintings occupy magazine last year were showp.l,"imer for tho~e willing to have
che middle gallery and sculp- cased at this exhibit. That is,
their views of voiceless music
cures are in no sequence, scar- none of the drawings that
redefined and reawakened. It
documented the harrowing battered about. Accents.
isn't music for cocktail parties
young
·His early drawings, mostly tie for life that Abeles'
or unwinding after a tough day
in pen, charcoal, or lithograph, son went through when he was
of word processing or coping
show much of the promise that · born critically premature four
with rush hour snug in the
his later works fulfill. The lines years ago are oin display. The
of a new BMW. It is
comforts
at
life
show
Drawings"
"Max
were softer in the earlier drawmusic for the rotting oil tankings. They did not push through its most precarious and perhaps
ards pictured on the cover and
as hard as the ones on the other had an influence of Abeles'
dingy city sidewalks and secret
sicle of the gallery. But the skill recent painting of several pieces
demented and sweaty midnight
was there. His sculpture work dealing with his Jewish roots.
meetings in unlight city parks.
spowed his competence with the Perhaps he does not want to deal
good, but it isn't nice.
It's
period
turmoiled
that
with
Sleeper,"
"Expectant
too.
figure,
The groups featured on No -~
for example, glows with life and anymore. Instead, there was a
Age can be broken down into :·:.
the beauty of reality. Ar chis ' colorful portrait of innocentthree arbitrary categories, the '. ,.
~riod Abeles forms were taking eyed little Max, his hair tousled,
- first being "Let's get wasted and
sti.ape, but it was not until he healthy as a ripe pear. Little Max ·
found pastels that they flowered. appeared at the reception, too,
_.... _ ,___ .
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A Way Of Life?
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Meat Pupp ets

flREHOSES "if'n"

Meat Puppets
Huevos
·SST Records
By Arthur Lizie

recent albums, most notably Up
On The Sun, the lyrics still hold
true to the good ol' reality-ala-Meat Puppet formula. Take
for example, the best line from
the album's lead track "Paradise:" "Ivory whales high on
cornbread." As usual, if the lyrics
make sense and your last name
isn't Kirkwood, you might want
to consider some psychiatric
help. (Actually this isn't totally
true because "I Can't Be Counted
On" is aci;ually a straightfor~ard song, but it's fun co _
think it's true.)

"Hi, my name is Derrick. This
is Curt, and his brother Cris.
How may we help you today,
Dick?"
'-'Thanks, but I think I can
handle the inn by myself."
"OK, Dick. We were just
trying to aid you out of the
kindness of our flowing verbosHighlights include the aforeity. (big belly laughs on the
mentioned "Paradise," which
laugh track) (close scene).
It might sound far-fetched, conjures a mind-picture of the
but it could happen soon. Larry, band standing by a qighway in
Darryl, and Darryl's collective Arizona sporting three-foot
heads will swell to monsterous long beards, all pointing their
proportions; then they'll get index fingers in the same direckicked off "The Newhart Show" tion as a beat up Chevy leaves
when they demand big bucks. them in the dust (Yeah, MTV
In come Derrick, Curt, and his has played "Gimme All Your
brother Cris, AKA Meat Lovin"' coo many times),
fIREHOSE: Ed fROMOHIO, Mike •Watt, and George Hurley (Naomi Petersen photo)
Puppets, as replacements play- "Fruit," a dense track which
features lyrical imagery at times
ers, just like in the NFL.
Sure Newhart lives in Ver- reminiscent of, hold your breath,
flREHOSE
mont and the Puppets are space Cristina Rossetti's "Goblin ''if'n"
children nutured in the sun Market," and "Look At The
SST Records
utemen; Mike Watt is all grown to make flREHOSE's current drenched deserts of Arizona, Rain," a melodic hyper-space
but anything can happen in tune chat rocks to ultimate
By Ric Dube
up now and Ed Crawford missed perfection possible.
television, just look at . the proportions. With songs -like
"Sometimes'; is the first song the original New Wave (or
for "My Two Dads." these, the Puppets are putting
premise
on "ij'n ", flREHOSE'S latest whatever it's being called these
Of course, Ed fROMOHIO is Imagine the possibilities when the roll back iri time with the
LP, and excepting the rolling days, you poseurs) by a scant five
trot of George H urley's heavy years. Songs like "Honey Don't" no slouch. The road has ·har - Derrick, Curt, and his brother rock.
drumbeat, the tune is a dead and "Anger" don't jump out of dened him into a fine guitarist, Cris decide to add a lounge onto
The final analysis of Huevos
_ringer for any of the legendary a mind raised solely on Pistols and1 the progress from "Ragin'... the dinner to bring in more
pop songs on Squeeze's Singles and Ramones. Ed is a Wl)o fan, to 'if'n" is astounding. His
album. True, fIREHOSE have a Sting fan; he likes u'2 and shining moment here is "In
never been a "·p unk' band, unlike -R.E.M. flREHOSE's flames Memory of Elizabeth Cotton,"
their ancestor Minutemen, bqt derive from the mixture of old a nostalgic, melancholy number,
on this record, the bop drops ideas with new image and a slightly reminiscent of The
surprisingly hard, and the re- blanket of Ed's quickly disap- · Long Ryder's quieter stuff. With
pearing guitar playing limita- a little help from pholkee
sults are positive.
Phranc, Ed's smooth voice and
Ed "fROMOHIO" Crawford's tions.
picked chords resonate with an
snappy guitar blasts still .shoot
uncommon glory.
the chords straight from the hip,
but suddenly they seem to be
"if'n" is, tl:iough it's early, the
Crawford is fortunate _to play
moving in a more organized
direction . Last year's "Ragin~ w ich musicians as terrific as finest record of the year thus
Full On" was /a more sporadic, Mike Watt and George Hurley. far (I haven't heard the new
omnidirectional work,- and sur- Possibly the most underrated Meat Puppets yet) (I have-ed.).
prisingly, because of this, ended bassist and drummer in rock SoQ_gs like "Honey Don't,"
up as an enthusiastic favorite today, they are major contrib- "Soon," "Sometimes," and "For
of the year by fans and critics utors co the recent respect The Singer of REM" make it Meat Puppets: Curt Kirkwood; Cris Kirkwood, and Derrick
independent music has achieved great. It's been said that a
alike.
Is "if'n" taking a c;hance then as well-played, well-produced, fantastic album is simply the Hostrom. (Joseph Cultice photo)
with its standard rock beat and original rock and roll. First as sum total of a bunch of fantastic business from the yuppie ski raises a few important quesbass lines that don't constantly the Minutemen, combining D. songs, but, as Mike W ace would tourists. Boy, ol' Bob will hear tions: l)Have the.Meat Puppets·
run up and down the stairs? Any Boon's caring, socialist politics say, "I thought I saw Steven some rocking like never before... . ever made a bad record? 2)Will
Minutemen fan would have with the furious energy of youth, yesterday, but brownies on the
Huevos, which speedily fol- they ever get on TV with Robin
been shocked to hear this recor,s!- records like What Makes A Man roof didn't seem to like the lows on the heels of Mirage, is Leach? 3) Will the new Woody
Remember?"
soldier.
queen's
Tie
Way
S~art Fires and Three
three years ago.
the second and stronger album Allen movie ever gee released
But 'HOSE aren't the Min- For Last paved their progress . Go figure.
of 1987.for the Meat Puppets, around here? 4)What's next for
drummer Derrick Bostrom, th e M e a t P up p e ts ? Th e
but this isn't an orthodox record. Ginn, and Bill Stevenson on the bassist/vocalise Cris Kirkwood, answers: l)No, they haven't,
Into the "Let's get wasted and late Flag's "Southern Rise." An and his brother guita- Huevos is one of their best, and
on our guitars" heading anthem for sure. Ginn's Gone rist/vocalist Curt. While the they probably won't make a bad
beat
(continued from page 15)
falls the cream of both the contribute the mind-blowing earlier album was characterized record in the near future. 2)No,
beat on our guitars," the sec;ond album's and SST s instrumental tunes "Left Holding Bag" and by a laid-back, Frippertronic- fame and fortune doesn't usually
"Let's sort of make .songs and crop: Blad\ Flag, Blind Idiot "Insidious Detraction" while type puise, the new disc is an . visit bands .this enjoyable.-3)No,
it'll be really cool," and the third God, Lawndale, Glenn Philips, Lawndale offer the epic heroic energetic boogie hoe-down, a serious movie that doesn't
"We've got instruments that and Gone. Not much can beat tale "March of The Melted often reminescenc of "Legs" - involve a lot of killing probably
make noises, why not use them." the instrumental drone and Army Men" and the spaghetti era ZZ Top. The boys gee down won't be shown around here .
Not very orthodox categories, moan created by Kira, Gregg. _ western "Days of Pup and tight and low with a bouncy 4)Well, if the "Newhart" deal
Taco." Blind Idiot God blister rattlesp.ake bass, p·e so-ridden falls through, maybe they can
with "Dark and Light" and lead and rhythm guitar hijinks, get a movie deal-Viva Tuscon
- Glenn Phillips just sort of goes and a drum sound as hard as a or Puppet a Go-go? Whatever
nuts. All essential listening, Texas cow punch. .
they do, their en9eavor will
although a warning is given to
While the boogie/blues sound doubtlessly be more fun then
the unitiated.
sho;ws a marked difference from mere mortals ought to have.
The "Let's sort of make songs
other two bands incorporate
and it'll be really cool" section classic of modern slide guitar.
The last category is the closest space and jazz and, you know,
includes Henry Kaiser, Pell
Mell, Scott Colby, the Alter toNewAgethatthisa lbumgets, life, into their visions of the
Natives, and Elliot Sharp. Struc- "We've got instruments that world.
If you've missed the real
ture is important in all of these make noises, why not use them."
dudes' work, but it can be Harbingers of this art form are revolution in instrumental mussacrificed for a good sound any · Paper Bag, Universal Congress ic the past few years, here's an
day. The highlights here are the of, and Steve Fisk. Paper Bag's oppurtunity beating down your
Alter Natives' punk-meets-jazz- "Priest's On Drugs," the type door. No Age is essential liswhile-doing~the-ta ngo-with- of heroin-induced jazz piece that tening for the eighties, and
art-rock "Over the Counter Boston's Looney Tunes record probably won't sound too bad
. or having your car towed during a snow storm. (Craig Parker Culture" and Scott Colby's "Let's , · store seems to continually be next decade either.
Go Places and Eat Things," a . playing, is a must lis.cen. The
photo)
"" ,~1"• ~ ,",/ /~,,,·~'"'·"f ·• l'l._. ·•./'i:'•/ 11 .._,.✓ • / \ / ◄·· "'/t/ ., ,•,.,< --.,~ V,l•- ·.,•.,, , 1• , , , .,,.~.~ ... ,,~,l' .. ~'t.,,f
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MEETING*
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WED JAN. 27

U

Senate-Merri mack Room, MUB
7-9pm
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UNB SKI CLUB
Presents ·

Jay Peak Feb. 5-7 Limited Spaces
Available
Don't miss the Ski Club's first weekend adventure
this season

Day trips every weekend

OPEN HOUSE :

Bre.ckenr idge "Spring Break 88"
Cancun Mexico
~
Still a few spots left

-

Come See Us:
Every Wed./Thur. 11-1 Mub Balconies

Toe. Jah 2~ 7-9
v/erJ lcm.27 3-5
T~. Feb. 2 7-9
WeJ.~b 3 19
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MOTHER. GOOSE & GRl.rv1M
~ 1988

KiNKO'S
PROFESSOR PUBLISHING
SAVES MY STUDENTS
TIME AND MONEY -

by Mike Peters

Tribune Meo,a Serrices, Inc.

All R!ghtsAesarved

11~~ FINALLY 11-telil CI-\OIC~ CAME
DOWNro

CINDBReU.,A

AfJD H~R SfSTBR
MOZZAREUA,
tet Kinkt•s hdp organize and
:distrihutl· y,)ur supplementar)
clm,s materials this term.

kinko•s··

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
5TFJVe-,
K€MlM8€F. WHer-1 I

W/15 V5IN6 7H€
((€5TKOOM IN 1H~
/1f((/&5'ftJI(€ .
WWN1lJWN _?

Great copies. Great people.
51 Main Street
Durham, NH

50,

RG"t110rleeK HOW

Yc/lH.

I

I

YOV WW1H£
f..11£71€5' :Je-WtNG
Ct.t/6 /TW/15
OKAYW&O IN?

\

I t£r Y(}(Jf< M(JTH€R GO AH~AP.
INTO YOVf< f?(J(}M
SUTMY
Wf</8TS.
IIN/J 10ttJ H€1<.
1HflT YOV'R~
I
SMOKING
IJ&AIN.

868-6322

\

COLLEGE
~RADUATES·AIM HIGH.

by Jeff MacNe//y .

SHOE

G~t your career
· off to a flying
start! Attend Air
Force Officer
Trai ni ng--School,
earn a commission and begin a
rewarding career.
The Air Force
offers ,you good
pay, complete
medical care
and much more.
Call

By Doug Marlette -

KUDZU

MSgt Richard Lebel

603-868- 7266 collect
:I'M DOING MY

...WE CRcA110N

-r

1

CREA1\0N SCIENCE

SCI E\\.1f\S15 DON

HOME.WORK,--

BEL..18VE IN A\..l...
1'"H05E. MOOERN

5ClEt•t'f\~\C 1"l-\EORIES!

Calvin and Hobbes

WORD
PROCESSING

by Bill Watterson
/

Resumes, Cover Letters
Theses, Dissertations
All Typing Services
Marion Schroeder

749..:1912

\

Pickup and Delivery
in Durham
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ATTENTION ALL YOU CREATIVE TYPES!
Main Street Magazine, UNH's slickest maga~ine-a magazine that hasn't won -~ ·,single award; but sure
deserves one- has orpen.~ngs for the following positions.:

-

r,

1

,,

- One Features Editor:
. To work with the other editor and writers in soliciting
and editing and ·all sorts of great stuff like that.

- One-Advertising Manager:
o ntacting area
To head· the advertising staff in c _
businesses and generating revenue·s ar)d designing
ads and so on. Paid by commission.

~

g Staff:
One Advertisin_

To work with Advertising Manager in follo,yving up
contacts with potential advertisers. Paid by commis-:sion! (The more the merrier!)
1

t,

•

I

- One Assistant Business Manager:
To train with current business manager and to assume
th'at position next semester.

.- Typists, -Proofreaders, Writers, Production Assistants:
,(You can figure this one out!)
.

'

Okay, so what are you waiting for?I Stop _
by the Student Press office (Room 153)
anytime or come to the Big Meeting

~

I•

...c.

~

-~
I'

· Wednesday, January 27 at 7 p.m.

Come and participate or you'll miss out
·
on the best kept secret at U.N.H.
•.,,...............................................................-.•········-·-····•,11--.•········--···•,l',I'■--..······•--..~.,.--.•-····•--,.
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SPRING BREAK TRAVEL Sales reps
needed immediate1yI11 (Free trips) Call
Stephen-868-7480

Spring break sunsations The Bahamas,
Mexico and Caribbean Call Stephen 868 7480
On e bedroom apartment - Main Street .
Durham Call 207-439-3807 .

3 our of 4 dentists surveyea recommend
- Firesid_e_ _ __ __ __ _

r•·_~j;if;~;:~~~;~~;;

Seabrook - No: Fir_e_s_id_e_-_Y_e_s _ _ __
0

~tt!EBdlJ
.. · %
(_

Tnink ARUBA is our of your reach for spring
br , ➔ ak? Call Stephen for bargain prices at
868-7480
Spring break sunsations The Bahamas .
Mexico and Caribbean Call Stephen 868 7480
Spring break sunsations The Bahamas,
Mexico and Caribbean Call Stephen 8687480
The Great Bay Food Corp ,s hosting a
Winter Dinner at the STone CHurch ,
Newmarket Sunday January 24 at 6 PM .
Hot soups , fresh bread, winter salad,
desserts will be served. Just $5.00 Entertainment afterwards with Sammie Haynes.
Reservations 659-6321.
Fireside - The choice of a new generation
Fireside - The official adventure-of the Davis
family
Think ARUBA is our e, (~·our rEihch for spring
break? Call Stehen tor bargain prices at
868 -7480
Spring break sunsations Th& Bahamas,
Mexico and Caribbean Call Stephen 8687480

Men and women needed as child.c are
workers. Work-study only $4.50 / hr. 4 1 / 2
hour blocks and Monday Night meeting
5- 7. Little People's ~enter in Durham. 8685412 .

-- - - -- -- -- --

~~,~::;,:~:;;

Think ARUBA is out of your reach for spring
break? Call Stephen for bargain prices at
868-7480
Think ARUBA is out of your reach for spring
break? Call Stephen for bargain prices at
868-7480

- - - - - - - ---- - - - - -

~pr1n 9 break sunsal1 0,1s ; ne j:jahamas, ·
Mexico and Caribbean Call Stephen 8687480

SPRING BR[AK TRAVEL Sales reps .
needed immediateIy11 (Free trips) Call
Stephen 868- 7480
SPRING BREAK TRAVEL Sales reps .
needed immediateIy11 (Free trips) Call
Stephen 868- 7480
CLEANING PERSON WANTED BY THE
TOWN OF DURHAM HOURS: MONDAY
THR.OUGH FRIDAY, 6 AM to 8 AM or 5 PM
to 7 PM SALARY: $5.25 HOUR CONTACT
MIKE LYNCH, DURHAM PUBLIC WORKS
OFFICE, 868-5005
0

This semester l will occassionally need
a babysitter for my 5 year old. If you're
interested please call Janice at 659 -7538
in the evenings.
COMPUTER, KAYPRO 11/83 CP/M : includes all instruction manuals and software
for Perfect Writer, Wordstar , M-Basic,
, Perfect Cale, Profit Plan, PerPerfect Filer_
fect Speller, 'The Word,' S-Basic Compiler.
$375. Campus 3384 or 778-1399.
For Sale: Foxmoor Leather Jacket, size
13-14 for $50. Tan long coat. size 11-12
for $35, blue and black ski parka, size 10
for $30 or BEST OFFER Call 742 -8684
Anytime

HELPER FOR DISABLED PERSON. $6 PER
HOUR . NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
FLE:XIBLE HOURS . GREAT BOSS. CALL
DAN AT 692-4764. EVENINGS.
SPRING BREAK TRAVEL Sales re ps
needed immediately!!! (Free Trips) Call
Stephen_868- 7480
SPRING BREAK TRAVEL Sales reps
needed immediately!!! (Free Trips) Call
Stephen 868-7480

BACK AGAIN . This is it, too . I came back
with freckles and California lingo (fully
bitchin ' , right on , all right, entirely cool)
but I think I alre.ady feel stress build ing .
(Anybody want this job?) So much for R&R.
Now I move on to my " last times"--last
time to register, last time to add classes ...
Soon they'll even be picking my successor
(But there will only be one Graphic High
Priestess-EVER)

Student coalition tor Homeless : Organizational meeting to have a variety show
to benefit the homeless . Tues . 1 /26
Hillsborough rm . MUB. 5:30 - 6:30 PM.

WELCOME BACK. Hope everybody atTNH
had a great holiday. This is my last semest r
so I'm determined to make it a good one
(ack!). JoAnn- What can I say? I'm gonna
tape that Swans album next time I'm home.
Student coalition for homeless : OrganiMarla- D_o you think they're standing ori
zational meeting to have a variety show
their heads yet? Mark - Hey, Sweets, can
to benefit the homeless. Tues . 1 /26
you get me a job, too? (ha)_. When you're
Hillsborough rm. MUB. 5:30 - 6:30 PM.
there watch out for those " things" I did
Rush Alpha Xi Delta! Come to open rush
· NOT get in California. Can I still watch your '
and meet the women at them most diverse
fish it I need to? Weasel- too bad about
house on campus. Rush begins Sunday,
the Haring but did you like the postcards?
January 24 at 7-9 pm, 3 Strafford Ave. For
SEE EVERYBODY IN THE MUB!
more info, Call 868-9669.
Rush the best sorority on campus - Alpha
Xi Delta on Sunday,- January 24, 7-9 PM!

1

c._-·)··~1~
TAX PREPARATION - by enrolled agent.
individual o( business, fast and reasonable,
call now 749-6327

To the '88 Freshman Camp Professors Thank you IMMENSELY for my accep,iance! I am psyched and ready for a
fantastic time -STEIN! Swweet! Love, Alissa
K. - the Brockton B-tch (as Valarose·would
say'!) - See ya the 27th'

TERM PAPERS - Last minute crunch call
the professionals at C.C. Business. Quality
Papers at Best prices. 134 Broadway, in
Dover Call 749-5788.
TYPING OF ALL KINDS. $1.25 PER DOUBLE SPACED PAGE. PICK-UP?DELIVERY IF REQUIRED. PLEASE CALL 3326887.

Weeble, Boinker an d tne Falien Angel, Get
psyched for anoiher awesome semester.
Piano lessons offer-ed by -enthusiastic •
The vulgarity, parties and stress are back!
, classic;al pianist: $7.SO'perhalfhour, $ 14.00
Love ya all, Chuchie.
per hour. Call Connie - 868-6359.
0
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TheeaZypc:
It's almost as easy
as turning on your TV.

-

-
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Zenith Data Systems-introduces the eaZy pc ....
. . . now available at g·r eat student prices!
You want easy to operate? Y,ou've got it! Because
witt:1 the e·azy pc ... _ al l you have to do is plug the
system in ... Just like a TV. Once you turn it on . it
tells you exc1ctly what to do, in plain English thant<s to M,crosoft"s -~ MS-DOS Manager.

You'll be up and rL!nni : iQ within minutes after
opening the box . So you can do your homework .
Term papers . Research . And more. All with an
ease you·ve never before experienced :
Your coursework is difficult enough. So don't
hassle "yourself with a complicated PC. Turn on to
the eaZy pc ... from Zenith Data Systems today!
1

PLUS- the eaZy pc .... offers you all thi·s ...
• A 14'' monochrome monitor attached to a tilt
swivel base.
• PC-compatibility ... runs virtually all important
MS-DOS software.
• 5J2K RAM ... more than enough to handle your
coursework.

(

Spec, al prtc,ng ofter good only on purchases
th, Jugh Zenith Conract(s) hSted above Oy stua..nt ,
faculty and staH for thetr own use. No olh'½r :Mcounts apply . Prices suOJect to change w, :'lQvt
notice

.~
'71•1rN

• Compact, high-capacity 3 ½'' 720K disk drives.
• A complete personal computer system
a
great price ... so it's easy on your budget, too!

at

eaZy pc •
Single Floppy Drive
Ot;r Prtc<> Only ·

Dual Floppy Drive
Our Price Only ·

Single Floppy
with 20MB Hard Disk
Our Price Only ·

$499

599

899

Make it easy on yourself with the eaZy pc':
Find out more below:

. BRIAN E. SPARGO
ZDS STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE

749-1873

IN .DOVER

data ·
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON"

.,:,; 1987. Zen,tll Data S~tems
Form No. 1764

/
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~;W ildcat womerf blast Brown
By Mark Babcock
In one of the most lop-sided
victories in recent !:istory, the
:--:dyn ::imic -"•.,- o men's hockev team .
. showed absolutely no mercy on
T B rown U n1vei::s1ty trouncing
, . them to the tune of8-0 last night
at Snively Arena. Sophomore
sniper Andria Hunter leJ the
way with a hat trick gaining
, career goals 48, 49, and 50.
Defenseman Pam Manning ..
started the 'Cat attack collecting
. the puck in her own zone and
. cruising coast to coast (a la
:~Bobby Orr), but Brown goalie
Kirsten Rendell was equal to . .
__the task deflecting the shoe wide.
It was only a matter of time for
'UNH as they were relentless,
. :P·u mmeling Brown's defense.
At 3 :24 of the first, Lorna
·Moody slid the puck over to
_ Iinemate Heidi Chalupnik (1
goal, 1 assisU, camped out
infront. She made no mistake,
. putting the home team up by
one. Rendell held tough f9r
Brown between the pipes until
17:21 when Hunter would get
· her first of three on the night.
Laura Prisco dished the pu,c k
_to Hunter ,w ho side stepped an

opponent, danced around Ren- all the time" Hunter said modell .and flipped the puck into tlestly."Es8ecially Katey Stone,
the empty net.
.
she's a great player."
M<1ke no mistake, the wor~t
UNH continued their arsenal
was yet to come. By the end vf midway throiJgh the third while
t'1e game Rendell would be left on the power-play. Cheryl AlwonderiQg if her comrades even lwood finished off a picture
got.off theDus.
perfectp!.ay s ea.reed by Dawn
Only thirty seconds imo the Wright. Karen Akre and ·Ellen
second s:anza, Hunter got her Weinberg (career goal number
second of the night. Dianne one) •f inished off the scoring for .
Robbins collected an errant pass the winners.
at th e left point, blaS t ed a .
Head coach. Russ McCurdy
k11uck,le baLl through a crowd was obv'iously pleased with the
of players, ;rnd H~nt~r was on· "'.in_but didn't try to bide the ,.
the door st~l,. tcr def1ect iit over ,. fact that Brown wasn't one of
th_e spraw'ling Rendell. Two their tougher opponents.
mt!"lutes .fa!~r, Cheryl Allwood "We've been playing very well
(1 goal, 2 assists~ set:, up Amanda . ,and they have a young squad.
Moors (1 and 1) ~ith an open We moved the puck well and
net to put the Wildcats up by when we do, it's hard for some
four.
of the lesser teams to skate with
Soon after, UNH went on the us." He went on to say, "One
powe~-play -and peppered Ren- of our ·goalies has been hurt so
dell with seven shots rn that two we haven't had a chance to
minute span but could not put scrimmage much lately, the girls
o_ne h?me. Then for c?e next were really eager to play."
five minutes, Brown forgot they
Senior goaltender, Liz Tura
weren't shorthanded anymore. (2.41) didn't see too much
This lead tq Hunter's 50th rubber. tonight, bu:t she hopes
career goaL
to gain her third shutout when
"Well I'm excited about it, she and her teammates host St.
I don't ·kri~w what to say other Lawrence Sunday afternoon at
than my lrnemates set II?e up Snively.

Captain Tim Hanley takes some lumber from BC E_agle John
Deveraux. (Beth Ineson photo) -

---~HOCKEY-----

(continued from page 24)
he said.
defeated the next night _by
The score remained tied 1- Northern Michigan 6-2.
.
Last weekend UNH returned
1 until the third period even
though UNH blitzed Littman to Snively for a game against
with 24 shots on goal, while the sixth- ranked Wisconsin: a.nd
Eagles could only manage three. North Dakota. They lost a tough
Rossetti put 'U NH in the lead game to the Golden Gophe_rs ·
for good at the 0:57 mark of the 3-2 in overtim•e. UNH had:· a
third period wheri he scored off golden opportunity to win th,e
the rebound of Dave Aiken's game in regulation but the shot ·
shot from the left f~ce-off circle. went over the net.
Last Sunday the 'Cats were
Rossetti -added a somewhat
By Mark Babcock
our own out there," explained like we',r e rolling" urged Ur- lucky goal five minutes I.acer. trounced by North Dakota .6The Wildcat wrestling team heavyweight Chris Murtha. quhart. "If we stay healthy, we Prachar fir_ed a shot which 2. "We came out flat and that
remained UNH's brightest win- "Coach Urquhart's theory is that have a legit shot at the New Littman made the save but both is my fault," O'Co.n nor said. "We
ter light over the Christmas by going up against such great England title." Murtha reiter- Quinton Brickley and Rossetti are more of the team that played
•,-break, raising .t heir overall talent, we'll not only improve ated the fact, "We have a good were there for the rebound. against Wisconsin than North
··
physically, but bur confidence nucleus of veterans and so·me ·Rossetti got credit for the goal Dakota:"
.•record to a sparkling 7:-1.
NOTES: Bob Kullen, who is
The 'Cats, coming off testing will increase as well. Also, when hardwo~king young kids, we've- that just slowly crossed the goal
· wins ~gainst perennial power- we start wrestliri)g locally again, proven we can take on the best line while the BC team could recovering fr.om a heart transplant, is said to be doing ve~y
,. ,houses, WPI (35-8), NYU (34- we have in the_~ack_pf Ol!.t .hea. ds .: .pf_..theP1 .~f.ld n_ow we ju~t have only watch.
well. He resides in Durham and
Hanley
and
MacIntyre
added
that
we
have
wrestled
some
of
to
'
"
keep
doing
what
we've·
been
12) and Harvard (38-11) tra. insurance ·g oals later in the often takes his daily walk up to
velled to Tam pa, Florida for The the best in the country and done doing."
With a 7-i record, and four period to give them a four goal the Field House. Kullen has also
· .Sunshine Open where they met well. It makes you feel good
attended some practices and
: some of the nation's top teams · about taking on an opponent ' Wildcats undefe_ated in dual margin.
In
other
action
over
the
games.
Anyone interested in
who
probably
hasn't
had
the
meets,
(Caracci
at
118,
Dinkel.__:including Army, Navy, Clemmeyer and Petersen splitting winter break, UNH placed · reading more about Kullen
.son, Jndiana, and Miami of Ohio. national experie'nce."
Mike Caracci posed the big- · Upon arriving home·, the 'Cat at 158, and Murtha in the second in the Yale tournament. should'get a copy of the Christgest threat for UNH, but fell grapplers used every bit of that heavyweight division), watch They op~ned the tournament mas Day Boston Globe andread
in the semi-finals. Although the experience, dumping Rutgers for this UNH team to tear by defeating Ya-le 6- 5 but they the feature about him .. .In this
wins and losses did not show · (40-8), Wagner (33-15), Bow: through the middle of their lost the final to Cornell 5-2. weeks' Sports Illustrated there
the strength in Urquhart's doin (43-3) and Lowell (31-14) schedule and prep for the New : Goaltender Pat Morrison had is an article about the number
lineup, his team came back with in their home opener. Their England Tourney. The 'Cats 61 sa;es · over the course of the one ranked Maine Black Bear· a_ wealth of experience .an•d only setback was a tough loss ·wrestle at home on January, 30 tournament. Also Rossetti was s... UNH is last in scoring on the
named to the All-Tournament power play (.153) but second
confidence. "We definitely held to Columbia(23-13). "We feel against Fairleigh Dickinson.
Team.
in killing penalties (.778) ... Kev- .
The Wildcats then traveled .in Dean did not play in the Yale
out West to play Michigan Tech tournament because he was in
and Northern Michigan. The Moscow playing on the National
'Cats upset Michigan Tech o- Jr. Team .. .UNH is now three
·
ious houses around campus, to Orono to take on Maine. They 5 in overtime. Hanley got the points behind sixth place BC
rly Marie Reilly
doing almost nothing but swim- open up the month' of February game winning goal and goal- and four points behind fifth
OnJanuary 5, 1988, the UNH ming, eating, and sleeping. by travelling to UMass on tender Pat Szturm had 50 saves. place BU who the 'Cats play
The Wildcats were soundly Saturday night in Boston. '
. women's swim team left family, "Having the team members stay February 6th.
-friends, and holiday cheer to together served as a great supAlthough the women have
train here in the ghost town· of port group for when doubles
-Durham. The team practiced really got tough, especially for not had any meets during dou(continued from page 24)
two_times a day l,].ntil classes those who'd never experienced bles to give them an indication
The
Cats
decided
to
silence all ·riced over the break in two other
this before. Even though I'd · of how they've progressed, the ,
· resumed fourteen days later.
their
critics
on
January
14 at key players. Carpenter began
describe
it
men's
team
swam
against
as
hell,
it
was
a
great
DartThe practice sessions amounted to approximately 6500 yards experience for everyone," said mot1th and finished with good Lundholm Gym. The result of his contributions to the team
times despite being so physically this was a thrilling 60-59 win when he s_cored 15 points
in each sessiori, meaning that swimmer Jen Branon.
over a good Canisius team. '
·
against Hartford. Freshman
· Now that doubles are over, tired.
the swimmers swam 13,000
Leading the way for the Eric Thielen's 14 points against
the women will .resume pracyards a day, or 5-6 miles.
The women's team will be Wildcats was sophomore Tom Vermont .Jed Wildcat scoret,s.
"Double sessions aren't an ticing once a day with four meets
· easy thing physically or men- remaining before the New Eng- tapering soon, allowing their Hammer (7 ppg) with 15 If Carp~,b.it·e r and Thielen can
tally, they really break you land Championships, February bodies to rest up for the cham- points. The bright spot was· combinffJj ~eir strong efforts
down," said head coach Brenda . 19-21. The team entertains pionships which they hope will finally realized in a disappoint- along wiyi Counts' and Mar_Skelley. "It takes dedication and Srriith College at cozy Swasey send individual times soaring ing _first half (1-11) of the shall' s_ s·teady play than the
uphill struggle the .team has
a strong mental attitude which Pool this Saturday. On Tuesday and boost the team up with the season.
However
hea·
d
coach
Gerry
endured
may soon be over.
top
competitors
in
New
Engthe
26th,
they
travel
to
Springwe obviously have a lot of."
Friel and his troops· aren't ready
The team ·remains optimistic
·
The swimmers stayed in var- field and on the 30th, they travel land.
to roll over just yet and a strong about postseason play. As for
finish will secure a playoff berth. now this young team continues
. Several players .have been \ to dig and scratch for more wins
picking up the slack and played and determination is one thing
well over the semester break. there is no shortage of. The ·
Leading all Cats' is junior Derek team hope·s that the return of
Counts, averaging 13.1 points the stuqents to the crowd will
per game. Along with Counts, · give them the much..:needed
junior Dave ,Marshall has kept _boost as they take _on strong
hopes high. Marshall has av- eastern rivals Maine (Jan.27)
eraged 10.3 ppg and close to 8 and Northeastern Q"an.30). Both
rebounds.
games are at Lundholm Gym at
Improvement has been no- 3:00 pm and 7:30 respectively.

'Cat matmen continue to roll

Swimmers prepare for stretch

---HOOP MEN

INTERESTED IN SPORTS? LIKE TO WRITE?
WHY NOT COMBINE -THE TWO AND W;RITE
·SPORTS-FOR YOUR PAPER, THE NEW HAMPSHIRE!!! WE ARE LOOKING FOR A FEW
GOOD WRITERS.
,I
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Sports
Improving, 'Cats net a 5-1 win over ~C
setti contributed two goals while
MacIntyre added a pow- ·
David
In the last month, the hockey
team has transformed itself erplay goal.
It was the 'Cats first win in
from third period pushovers to
third period competitors. Wed- Snively since Thanksgiving
nesday night they were re- weekend when they defeated
warded with a victory, as the Denver and Colorado College.
blew open a tie game with four UNH had not beaten BC since
third period goals. In fact, UNH 1985.
After a medico re first period
has not been outshot or out played in the final twenty min- -in which the Wildcats found
themselves down 1-0, UNH
utes, since the first of the year.
The Wildcats (5-13-1) turned their play up a notch and
thrashed the once national dominated the rest of the concontenders now merely national test.
During the last two periods
pretenders Boston College Eaoutchecked and outhustled
they
gles (7.-11-1) 5-1 Wednesday
night in front of 2,567 at Snively . the Eagles all over the ice .
Boston College could only manArena.
The once-powerhouse BC age nine shots on goal in the
team lost some players to the last forty minutes.
The turning point came early
US Olympic team and others
the second period when UNH
in
result
a
as
and
to graduation
looked very slow and lethargic. was able to kill off two very
In fact, if it was not for the fine important and questionable ·
play of goaltender Dav.id Lit- penalties. Both penalties were
tman (thirty-five saves) the tripping calls against Riel Bellegard. The Wildcats are second
score would have been worse.
"We finally put together a · in Hockey East in killing penalcomplete game, instead of just ties.
"If they (BC) went up it would
playing fifty minutes like we
been hard," Rossetti said.
have
have been doing," said center
, "After we killed those two
Mike Rossetti.
The 'Cats, who have been penalties the momentum shifthaving more trouble holding ed for us."
"We killed off four important
a lead than any Democratic
presidential candidate, entered minutes," O'Connor said. "After
the third period in a tie game that the team responded."
The 'Cats got on the scorebut t~en put the Eagles away
for good with a blistering final board at the 1 :25 mark of the
second period when Chris
period.
"We are in better condition Winnes (two assists) made a
now and that gives us the nice rush down the left hand side
capacity to play with teams in and his shot was saved by
the third period," head coach Littman b'u t Hanley was right
Dave O'Connor said. "We have in front of the net to stick home
not been outplayed in the third the rebound.
O'Connor thinks that Hanley
period since Christmas."
"In the third period it looked could be the best right wing in
as though they (BC) were afraid Hockey East. "Tim has been
of getting hit," Rossetti said. working hard from the begin"We were beating .them to the ning of the season, but ·now the
puck. This ti m e we came to puck has been going in for him,"
win."
Both Tim Hanl~y and RosBy John Kelley

Wildcats Chris Thayer and Quintin Brickley look for a rebound off the pads of BC goalie
,David Littman. (Beth Ineson photo)

Rebou nd woes hurt Lady'C ats
opposed to 30 for the Wildcats.
While we were all enjoying The margin went a long way in
the comforts of home during helping Florida International
the recently completed winter win the ballgame, 57-56 on a
break, Kathy Sanborn's worn - last-second jumper. Fairfield
en's basketball tearri was mixing (a 79-63 loss) outrebounded the
it up against some tough com~ 'Cats 35-23. Holy Cross (an 83petit ion, most notably in the 67 win, but deemed a "poorly
Florida International Touma- played" game by Sanborn) held
the rebounding advantage, 49ment.
The Wildcats currently stand 40 and James Madison destroyed
3rd in the Seaboard Conference them on the glass by a 43- 19
race with an 8-5 mark (2-1 in margin.
Rebounding, as any basketball
conference play) after Wednesday night's tough loss to the coach will quickly tell you, is an
Terriers of BU, 63-57. Center aspect of the game that is quite
Kris Kinney has continued to difficult to teach . "It's somebe her glorious self, averaging thing you just can't go out and
23.6 points per game and 7.5 drill into players," said Sanborn.
rebounds. Kinney's efforts in "We can place a lot of emphasis
the Florida tourney, 30 points on it in our practices but you
against Cleveland State (a 73- can't teach anticipation and
64 win) and 33 against 18th -- being in the right place at the
ranked James Madison (an 87- right time. It's a knack, and right
60 loss) eaTned her a spot on now I don't chink we have any
that tournament's all-star team. real aggressive rebounders."
Against the Terriers last
In the ten games since school
adjourned (including the BU night, the 'Cats were outre ~
game), the 'Cats have compiled bounded 41-29, with most of the
an ~ggregate mark of 6-4, no- damage being done in the first
thing to sneeze at but then again half. The Terriers held a 30-18
nothing to gee ecstatic over lead at the intermission and
either. The two main concerns Sanborn decided to do some
of Coach Sanborn are in the talking to her troops. "We went
rebounding department and the in and talked about what :we
didn't do out there," she said.
mental attitude department.
In those games, the 'Cats have "I think it worked because we
been largely oucrebounded by came out and played a good half
their opponents. Florida Inter- of basketball."
The 'Cats outscored BU 39· natio·nal, the host ream in the
tourney, clear~d 45 boards as 33 in that second half, but the
By Ric_k Kampersal

rebqunding woes were amplified. The 'Cats had a last chance
to pull it out, bur were forced
to foul the Terrier girls, who
rose to the occasion and sank
them.
To expand on the mental
attitude problem, the 'Cats are
having a tough time putting
together a solid pair of halves .
Wednesday's loss illustrated chis
beamifully. If the W ildcats had
played the way they did in the
second half, they'd be smiling
down on·a 3-0 conference record
while BU would st and at 2-1.
No us'e cry ing over missed
rebounds.
Karen Pinkos (11.7 ppg, 58
total assists ) and Melissa P fefferle (7.5 _ppg ) have become
Durham's version of threepoint bombers Danny Ainge
and Larry Bird. In 13 games,
Pfefferle has taken 31 from
beyond the arc·and has connected on 16, which makes her the
league leader with over 50% of
her shots made. Pinkos, third
in the league, has tossed up 45
threes and has made 21. Not coo
shabby.
For now, Sanborn is worried
about the team's rebounding
problems. :'I've said all along,
that ro contend in chis league,
we've got co do a number on the
boards .. or at least stay close."
The 'Cats play Saturday ac
2:00 at Lundholm against Hartf6"rd.

Hoop men contin ue sliding
By· Cpuck McCue
Leading the way for the
The men's basketball team Wildcats was sophomore Keith
was in action lase night against Carpenter with 12 points. SeNiagara at Niagara Falls, NY. nior center Keith Hinderlie
The Cats stayed close in the added 11 points in the losing
game trailing by only three- effort.
This loss typifies the kind of
points with four minutes left .
However a seven to three run bad luck the team has had all
.
by Niagara left the Wilcacs in year long.
' The Wildcat men's basketball
the cold on the road for the
Wildcat forward Missy Belanger goes up high over two BU seventh time this season, 63 - team spent its semester break
.
56.
in Durham scrapping and clawplayers in Wednesday's 63-57 loss: (Beth Ineson_photo)

ing their way through seven
tough games against the likes
of Holy Cross and Dartmouth.
This time off from classes gave
the Cats a new learning expe- .
rience.
What the young team found
out was that respect and fans
only come around when wins
are posted on the scoreboard.

HOOP MEN, pa~ 23

